
INNOVATION
FORUM  2018

10AM - 3PM
THURSDAY 21ST JUNE

SAP are going big on digital innovation, driving their SAP 
Leonardo agenda forward as the answer to all digital
challenges.  Many customers are still unclear on what
Leonardo entails and how it can drive innovation and digital 
transformation.  

In this informal, round-table based day we will take a deeper 
look at the step-change in SAP’s approach to innovation and 
how a rapidly changing technology landscape is offering a 
different approach for their customers. 

We’ll explore both technology and ways of working, and how 
much of the focus is on using solid UX and Design Thinking 
approaches to support effective innovation.
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Our Speakers
Understand when & where 
SAP Leonardo and SAP 
Cloud Platform is the right 
answer for your innovation 
needs, and when other 
approaches make more 
sense

Learn how leading-edge 
technology can be 
deployed into enterprise 
solutions

Gain insight into how you 
can innovate whilst 
maximising the use of
current capabilities to 
deliver business value.

CTO/CIO/CDO
Enterprise Architects

Business Solution Architects

Limited Places - Register Here
Contact: Kate Waterton
Email: kate.waterton@agilityworks.co.uk #AWInnovation



INNOVATION FORUM:
The Digital Renaissance

Agenda
Thursday 21st June 2018

SAP Clockhouse Place, Bedfont Road, Feltham, TW14 8HD

Contact: Kate Waterton
Email: kate.waterton@agilityworks.co.uk

** Social Media hashtag: #AWInnovation **

Time Session

09:30 Registration and coffee

10:00 Anne Mette Høyer will give an insight into SAP’s view of innovation, how Leonardo
enables it and what SAP technology can offer.

10:30 Gareth Ryan will give an overview of how SAP are approaching and enabling Innovation
with Leonardo and Cloud Platform.

11:15

In this hands-on session, attendees will get a taste of how AgilityWorks run SAP 
Leonardo Explore workshops, showcasing elements of the Design Thinking 
approach: specifically looking at developing Personas. Teams will be selected; ideas 
formed; battle-lines drawn and bad drawings shared.

12:00 Lunch 

12:30 Gareth Ryan will briefly look at some of the SAP Leonardo technologies and
how they can work together.

13:00
In a further hands-on session, attendees will apply their Personas to 
understand the Scenario, Triggers and Outcomes for a nominated 
opportunity.

13:45 Richard Hynes-Cooper will share his experience of starting the Leonardo journey at
Northern Gas Networks, and the Design Thinking approach.

14:15 An open forum to discuss topics or raise questions related to the day’s content.


